
Results



Background
● The survey format was originally developed in 2008 and initially released in 2016
● The 2018 survey was very similar to the one executed in 2016 to allow direct 

comparisons/progress markers to evaluate the effectiveness of the Strategic Plan
● Goal: The intent of the survey is to understand the demographics of the community, to find 

out what members expect of the Company of Fifers & Drummers, and to assess how well the 
Company is meeting their needs.  It is also an opportunity for the respondents to make 
suggestions.

● The 2018 Survey Committee consisted of:
○ Marty Sampson
○ Charlie Terzi
○ Roberta Armstead
○ Tanya Morrisett
○ Scott Mitchell



2018 Survey Overview

● The Survey consists of five main sections 
○ Demographics - Information about the respondent and their relationship to fife and drum 
○ Engagement - Understanding to what degree the respondent is engaged in or is served by Company activities
○ Areas of Focus - Feedback on the importance of specific activities/attributes of The Company
○ Performance - Feedback on how The Company has performed on the same specific activities/attributes of The 

Company rated above
○ Needs and Direction - Open-ended feedback on The Company, vision, etc. 

● Open to all members of the fife and drum community
● Format was a Google Form 
● Survey ran August 1-15, 2018
● 277 unique responses were received



Community Engagement

● The survey was publicized using direct email, social media, and word-of-mouth
○ Email

■ Email launch and follow up sent to Newsletter mailing list of  651 people, 399 opens
■ Email to Corps Admins sent to 63 Corps Admins, 41 opens
■ Junior Camp participants

○ Social Media
■ 4 posts (teaser, survey open, middle, survey close)
■ Facebook: 3,849 Views, 24 Shares, 386 Clicks
■ Twitter and Google +: Varying levels of interaction

○ Announced at Company Concerts and Musters

● The 277 respondents represented diversity across geographic locations, corps 
affiliations, and age groups

● 17 People joined the mailing list during the period of the survey
● 12 people renewed their memberships the period of the survey



2018 Observations
● Perception of performance was improved over the 2016 survey
● There was greater clarity on membership status, perhaps 

because of the qualifying detail put on the questions, however:
○ Individual membership still has challenges
○ A compelling case for Individual support of The Company mission 

has not been made
● Communications improvements are being driven by investments 

in Social Media and the Newsletter  
● The status of the Ancient Times is still an issue for some 

Respondents
● Awareness of new capabilities (e.g. online conferencing for 

meetings) is not yet developed 
● There is interest, especially from remote Respondents, to 

technology-enabled participation (e.g. livestreamed events, Web 
Seminars)

2016 Observations

● Membership is not clear
○ Many respondents do not know their 

membership status
○ Many respondents confuse individual and 

corps memberships
○ Many respondents don’t understand Life 

Membership status
○ Having many options have not yielded 

higher enrollment

● Apathy is a powerful force in a volunteer 
organization

● Distance is often cited for 
nonparticipation - Technology can remove 
this barrier

● Past communication has been 
problematic for the membership

● Many respondents indicate a preference 
for a more inclusive atmosphere



Demographics



Demographics - Age

● 70% of the respondents are over 45 (same as 2016) 
● A greater percentage of over 60 and under 19 responses were received

2016 Results



Demographics - Location

● 58% of responses came from CT, NY, and MA (hint: 42% DID NOT)

● 34 regions represented



US Respondents



Continental US Respondents



Eastern Seabord Respondents



Swiss Respondents



Demographics - Corps Affiliation

● Members of 86 different corps provided feedback
● 42 respondents are not currently a member of a Corps



Primary Involvement

2016 Results

● The majority of respondents continue to be from the fife and drum community
● Reenactors and Drum Organizations remain an opportunity for inclusion
● A significant number of respondents identified themselves as corps leadership, 

vendors, or some other segment of the fife and drum community



Primary Instrument

2016 Results

● The split of instruments was similar, with a higher percentage of fifers responding
● The ability to add “other” yielded a number of responses that should be 

considered for future surveys



Communication
● The preferred method of communication remains email, followed by social media.
● This supports continued investment by The Company of Fifers & Drummers in 

these Channels

2016 Results



Membership Status

2016 Results

● Members had a better sense of their membership status in the 2018 Survey
● In 2016 many Respondents were unsure of their membership status. There was improved knowledge in the 

2018 responses
○ Life Members, Former Members, and non-members were generally more accurate in their knowledge
○ Individual Members were least likely to know their membership status:

89 Respondents indicated they were individual members, 35 of these were not found in the membership database



If you are not a current member, why?

2016 Results

● Top reason shifted from an apathetic response (which dropped from 24% to 9%) to “My Corps is a member” 
- indicating that the respondent felt they were contributing already

● Lack of knowledge of membership status is the next highest
● Distance was the third most cited reason



Digging Deeper into Membership Objections

Membership Value 
value proposition isn’t compelling enough to overcome

● My Corps is a member (that’s why I’m not)
● Live too Far Away
● Don’t See Value
● Apathy
● Ancient Only
● Cost
● Unhappy with Company
● No Communication from Company
● Reenactor
● Family Member is already Member

Two main threads emerged when looking at the responses:

Process Issues at the Company
process improvements may be needed to assist members

● Not sure of my Membership status
● No Reminder from the Company
● Don’t Know How
● On line process didn’t Work
● Don’t know what Constitutes Membership



Engagement



Meeting Attendance
This question was modified to be 
more specific than the question asked 
in 2016 - specifically we were looking 
for the ability to segment feedback on 
the current meeting practices vs. 
historical ones. 

20% of the respondents had attended 
a Company meeting in the last 2 
years. 

There was no appreciable difference in 
the perception of quarterly meetings 
by those had attended recently vs. 
those that had not. 



⅔ or Respondents were not aware 
that remote attendance at meetings is 
an option. 

This suggests that there is an 
opportunity to increase awareness via 
some kind of campaign. 

Remote Attendance Awareness



Membership Renewal
Just over half the respondents said they had 
not received renewal notices via email. As 
this was an automated process (everyone 
receives 3 reminders) this was concerning. 

When we evaluated against actual 
membership records 68% of the 
respondents indicated that they had 
received renewal notices. This  indicates 
that a fair number of Respondents had 
membership records that have not been 
current since 2016. 

68% correlates to The Company open rate 
for direct email messages, so it is likely that 
the 32% of the Respondents who said they 
had not received a reminded never 
saw/opened the reminder. 



Interest in Online Seminars
56% of the Respondents indicated 
they would be interested in attending 
Online Seminars. 

In addition, comments in the Needs 
and Direction section indicate that 
The Company can do more around 
inclusion and education for non-local 
members. 



Online Seminar Topics

Interest in online seminars focused 
primarily around several key topics

● Mastering your Instrument
● Recruiting Strategies
● Website Strategies
● Becoming a Non-profit 

Organization
● Historical Preservation
● Instrument Maintenance
● Corps Administration
● Fundraising
● How to Teach
● Marketing and Public Relations



Concert Attendance
58% of Respondents indicated that 
they HAVE attended a Concert at The 
Company of Fifers & Drummers 
Museum and HQ in the last 2 years

As 58% of respondents were local 
(from CT, MA, and NY) this indicates 
that a number of non-local 
respondents had attended a concert 
in the last few years. 



There appears to be substantial 
interest in attending concerts 
remotely via some kind of 
Live/streaming method

Test Livestreams of events have 
confirmed this input and  yielded very 
positive feedback

Interest in Online Concerts



Newsletter Subscriptions
127 Respondents indicated that they 
receive the Newsletter via email

When this was cross-referenced with 
the mailing list:

● Of the 127 people that said they do receive 
the Newsletter 21 do not (16%)

● Of the 148 people that say they 
do not receive the Newsletter 
43 actually do (40%)

● 150 (54%) of the respondents 
are on the Newsletter mailing list

It is unclear why respondents
don’t have a clear understanding of 
their Newsletter subscription status



Importance and Performance



Understanding Focus Areas and Performance

We presented a pair of questions for 11 topic areas and asked the respondent to score 
their response on a five point scale

For each focus area:

How important is each of them to you? 

How well is The Company performing in these areas?



The Museum of Fife and Drum

     4.472        3.800

  Importance vs Performance



The Newsletter

     3.992            3.658

  Importance vs Performance



The Juniors Camp

   4.312    4.484

  Importance vs Performance



               3.821    3.955

The National Muster

  Importance vs Performance



Quarterly Meetings

       3.249 3.531

  Importance vs Performance

There was no appreciable difference in the perception of quarterly meetings by those had attended recently vs. those that had not. 



Overall Communication

 4.105                         3.606

  Importance vs Performance

See “Factors that Influence Communication Scores” for more detail. 



The Company’s Finances

       3.861             3.318

  Importance vs Performance



Educational Outreach

  4.174           3.351

  Importance vs Performance



  The Summer Concert Series

  3.755    3.720

  Importance vs Performance



The Company Website

                                             4.181     3.866

  Importance vs Performance



Assistance to Member Corps

    3.905         3.316

  Importance vs Performance



Factors Influencing Communication Scores
Respondents tended to receive the 
newsletter in progressively higher 
numbers the older they were.

As the percentage of people within 
these given age groups increases, so 
do the avg. communication scores.

With the exception of the 0-18 range, 
there is a strong correlation between 
receipt of the Newsletter and improved 
satisfaction with the Company 
communications. 





2016 (for comparison)



2016-2018 Changes - Importance
Ranking of the importance of the 
topic areas mapped very closely to the 
2016 survey. 

There was a minor increase in the 
importance of Assistance to Member 
Corps, but not statistically significant.  



2016-2018 Change - Performance
Performance scores against the 2016 
baseline improved by over 10% in 
several key areas:

● Overall Communication
● The Company’s Finances
● The Company Website

More moderate improvements were 
seen in:

● The Museum
● Quarterly Meetings
● Assistance to Member Corps

In general the improvements noted are 
reflective of success areas from the 
Strategic Plan.



Needs and Direction



The final section of the survey gave respondents an opportunity, in their own words, to tell us what they thought 
about where focus of the Company of Fifers & Drummers should lie through four questions on the direction the 
organization should take. There were common themes across these sections.

Our community is most concerned with the following:
● Supporting our juniors
● The Museum facilities
● Outreach to corps and individuals
● Non-Connecticut events, corps, and individuals
● The Museum Collections/Archives
● Preserving History
● Communication

There were many excellent in-depth suggestions from members of the community.  We’d love to do more than a 
few of them, however the volunteer nature of the organization will affect the speed at which we can execute 
unless we receive additionional volunteers. If any of these suggestions excite you, please consider volunteering. 

Need and Direction Summary



What should the Company Promote?





● International trips,  reach out to elementary schools, improve newsletter (we 
were spoiled by quality of the Ancient Times magazine)

● Send me a paper renewal - not an electronic one or at least info so I can nenewa
● Camp for inexperienced adults, how many years have I been asking for this?!
● Recruiting more organizations to start Corps
● Promote?  The most important thing for the Fife and Drum Community is Youth 

and new membership.  Support Corps with concerts in their areas to highlight the 
corps would be more useful I think than Summer Concerts at the Museum.

● Brochures could be passed out to "highlight" the Museum and encourage support 
and visitation.

● Instruments of historical significance
● I think the CFD needs to decide if it is a "social Club" or a museum... too very 

different types of organizations, affecting all aspects of the organization, 
particularly management structure and fund raising.

● Library
● Opening the members only section of the Company for members to gather.
● Since I am remote, any online research is great.
● Jay birds day 
● Specifically, the Ancient style of playing. We can archive the music, but what is 

and how do we preserve the style?
● Musters
● Various instrument companies such as Cooperman Drum Company
● Unsure
● museum is underfunded, glad to see first steps of converting reel to reel tapes, 

continue work on documenting existing drum and fife collections with pics, 
history, provenance

● Expansion of the awareness of Fife and Drum to the areas directly outside of 
Southern New England, Mass, NH and Vermont.   For example, virtually no one 
native to Maine knows what Fife and Drum even is.

● Travel
● Music publications and educational CD's
● Pages available online and perhaps in printed form telling of past important, 

influential, and impactful people of the fife & drum community, to keep them in 
memory of not just the old timers.

● Mid West particapation
● Archival video and audio recordings 
● Local Historic events
● History of the art form
● Help connect senior corps’ with junior corps so the juniors know they have 

options and can open a line of communication with senior corps. 
get jaybird day back on it's feet; needs lots of promotion... and not just the week 
or so before the event.

● In December, each corps receives a yearly report in the mail reviewing the 
highlights.

● Resources - who makes fifes? who makes drums? why is there so much cheap 
stuff from Pakistan and why should I avoid it?

● Junior Corps, need to support and promote. Losing too any Jrs to DCI and other
Communication with previous members ,not currently  participating in an existing 
corps. Continue to encourage the young who are the Company's  future

● Fundraising
● Company Corps at more CT events and celebrations (similar to Big E)
● Instruction
● Restore the Ancient Times / Restore the Constitution and Rules of Procedure
● Music advocacy and general connections to cultural heritage
● As broad a range of F&D corps not just New England.
● More information to the community about fifing & drumming to enhance 

recruitment for established corps

What other items would you like The Company to promote?



● Events in non traditional areas such as west coast
● The history of the fife and drum.
● Keeping the music of rudimental drumming alive
● I don’t feel particularly qualified to comment effectively on this. I’m consumed by 

the small pieces of F&D work that are on my plate and don’t find the time to hunt 
down more information on things like what educational programs are offered, 
what support the company gives to other corps, what the finances are, how the 
meetings go, etc. I’m grateful that the junior camp is happening and forging so 
many meaningful connections between kids from across our community and 
adult volunteers who invest in making their experience as rich as possible. I’m 
grateful that some of the bigger musters support our Green Team work to raise 
money for Camp. And I’m grateful that there are concerts in the summer, glad to 
know that people have a place to come together. When I find more time, I’ll look 
forward to learning more about the rest.

● More Community events at the Company Hall-Jam sessions, etc. There are few 
events year, having more would get people into the Hall and museum and spend 
money in the clubhouse. It might increase membership if they feel that they’re 
getting something fun out of it once a month or so, possibly with a membership 
discount on entry fees or at the bar?

● Visibility in local communities
● Fundraisers, History, purchasing a musical instrument
● More support of Corps & invents in the mid west and farther west.
● Last year (or maybe two years ago) someone prematurely announced on 

Facebook that there was going to be a fife and drum adult "camp." This was very 
exciting, but when I read the details it sounded more like a week long jam session 
with lots of drinking. I'm still looking for the Company to sponsor something like 
the Freezer Jam where various workshops are offered over a 3 or 4 day period, 
and participants work together on an ensemble performance.

● Corp jam sessions that are open such as the Marty Jam and April Fool’s jam
Additional fife & drum music publications

● I don't think additional items need to be promoted, but rather the current items 
should be promoted more if possible.  I feel like I never hear of the Company's 
presence at the musters and other events I go to...that is a shame.  Why is it that I 
have never seen the Company present at any larger re-enactments?  
More materials for educational materials about "The Company" and what they try 
to do for members. Mainly items that can be used to recruit new members.

● New t-shirts,
● On line events coverage
● Individual unit events
● Awareness of F&D in the general public (outside of Connecticut).
● Maybe trips abroad
● More remote corps not in CT or MA
● Early date selection for Freezer Jam.
● Perhaps a Juniors Workshop?
● Junior activities... ie junior days
● Volunteerism in the community, help from the outside community
● Communicate financial statements
● Wish we could pay extra to get printed copy of Ancient Times...i miss that!

More historical books and information on the music and history of military music.
● Living in New Jersey, it's hard to keep up with actual meetings, ongoing functions 

etc. Would there be a way to view live meetings and functions via internet to 
promote & maintain interest?

● A network of fife and drum instructors that have specific experience with fife and 
drum corps, rudimentary drumming, and historical fifing.

● A new tradition of releasing Muster DVDs
● Adult master classes
● I think Jaybird Day celebration should be more inviting, and not just for the 

seniors. All age groups should come to honor our past members. Make it a bigger 
event. A family event.

What other items would you like The Company to promote?



● Webinars by other drummers that demonstrate their fortes, techniques, insights, 
history of drumming etc.

● Local business and events
● Getting kids to participate
● Workshops for kids that do not make it in the one day sign up for camp or are not 

at the advance skill level necessary.
● Accessibility of music collections - Company Books to be printed or uploaded to 

the website.
● Company  both and store at Musters
● The Company Music Books, especially to younger folk. Individual and family 

memberships
● Inclusiveness and fellowship
● I'd love to see the Company place more outreach on recruitment/sustainment of 

future generations. I think the hobby isn't always accessible/desirable to kids and 
young adults and I think there are things we can do to change that.

● Museum Tours / Concert Series
● Budget for a full time manager of the facility.
● Events in all regions that there are members.
● use of the museum for other activities-- meaning like weddings etc.   more visible 

we are more of a benefit even if the activities are not directly drum corps related, 
corporate meetings, corporate retreats etc.

● The museum and the online presence of its contents is a national treasure.
● Continue with youth development.
● youth activities& development
● Promoting fife and drum through the local school systems.
● Overall, I think The Company under the current leadership is doing a great job.  I 

like the idea of doing more online with seminars and similar outreach to 
individual and corps members that live outside of CT.  

● Junior Corps :-)
● I think doing more to promote what you already have would be my first step.
● The hall. And all it has to offer

● More Junior activities.
● Museum, Camp... these are repeats but so important they bear repeating. And a 

real, true voice for corps and individuals into the business of the company. 
I think at a meeting I attended last year, someone had mentioned getting fife and 
drum corps more exposure by having concerts elsewhere in the state, not just in 
Ivoryton at the Museum.  This might be worth looking into, bringing more 
awareness of our fife and drum community by having concerts at various town 
greens, especially because it seems (at least to me) that the Tuesday night 
concerts at the Museum are attended mostly by those of us within our own fife 
and drum community.

● Outreach of presentations to member corps outside of Conn
● Promote and develop both, the classical ancient style and the new and modern 

style of F&D
● Seniors Camp?
● Junior participation: advertising corp member activities
● History of songs
● I wonder about adding a novice section to Junior Fife and drum camp for totally 

non- f&dc budding musicians... friend of a friend... hs band friends, cousins, etc…
● Education
● Fife and Drum history
● I liked when they had revolving display of corps at museum. The Blues had a 

display years ago, and I have not seen anything since like that or actually much on 
the Blues at all.

● Competition, or in the very least, individual and small ensemble showcase
Help to develop a healthy Competition for at least the existing Junior 
Corps(similar to Northeasterns) with Individual, Duet, Trio and Quartets. The 
current Corps are missing these challenges to bring their playing and 
performances to a higher level.

● Web-based instruction for adult learners of an instrument
● World wide fife and drum. Great Britain, Europe (other than CH).

What other items would you like The Company to promote?



Ten Year Vision





● 1] financial security.  2] develop ongoing and changing museum 
exhibits/programs. little changes from year to year. 3] company should make it's 
presence known at every muster.  have a rep take the mic and 'greet' the 
audience on behalf of the company; talk (very briefly) about current objectives 
and upcoming events...like jayird day. organizations should always be creating 
goodwill with it's base.  i may have just missed it, but was anything said about the 
company status/objectives at dram?  if not; a lost opportunity.. there is no single 
larger audience, other than at westbrook.

● Re-establish The Ancient Times
● musical incentives for students.
● Update the museum displays/ be more of a museum. They've been the same for 

the 2 decades I've been coming. Yes, there have been a handful of new displays, 
but change the ones on the wall / behind the glass. I don't even look around the 
museum anymore because nothing changes. Ideally it would be amazing to gut 
and redesign the place (but that's huge money) so at least change the content up 
so that people who are frequently there will want to stop and look at it. 

● Improve educational outreach  - you could develop a half-day program to teach 
kids about fife and drum and its course through American History. Have them tour 
the museum, do a scavenger hunt, have someone talk to the kids, they could eat 
lunch (their own / brown bag) downstairs and we could show videos of the cool 
things fife and drum corps do (musters, traveling the world, Junior camp) - find a 
corps (or a few people) to give a short performance, and send them home with 
drum sticks and/or a fife. There's got to be some sort of grant for that."

● Should concentrate on the Jrs.   250th Celebration coming in 2026

● Finish upstairs bathroom 
● A recording snip of every Corps in the Company
● Increased revenue to ensure the survival of the Company building and artifacts.
● Video presentation of events
● Fife & Drum ensembles is schools, nation wide. 
● Increased security and protection against loss (theft, fire, flood) of the Museum’s 

priceless collection of treasures.
● Continuation and expansion
● To have more participantion from the outside community.
● Recruitment/juniors
● 1. I believe that this is already in the works, but I would love for The Company to 

start working on USA 2026.  (I have already signed up for individual newsletters 
from a national governmental group and have started using this in promotions for 
my corps.  It actually starts people thinking!)  2. I'd love for The Company to have 
a Junior Director's Association.  (I realize that I could just form this because 
someone would need to.  But, wouldn't this be a good thing to have?)  3. I'd love 
for The Company to have a Junior Corps Association.  We won't keep fife and 
drum going if we don't feed the young'uns.  (And, I realize that camp does do 
much of this, but not everyone can come to camp and this could be all year long.)  

● Building addition with better fire protection, new well
● Accessibility of the collection and a promotion of the seriousness of our endeavor
● Finish the museum. Start juniors workshops and get different sr corps involved to 

create relationships and help recruitment. 

What goals should be part of The Company’s vision for the next ten years?



● Continue the camp for the youth and help grow the ‘business’ of Fife & Drum
● To complete the building repairs and to have the museum open regularly. To 

become financially stable! 
● program for struggling fife and drum corps; plan for rebuilding the museum; 

support of junior corps
● Making archives more accessible to individual Corps...or am I not aware of when 

and how viewing would be possible.
● recruitment
● 1. Building a cohesive community that can connect on or off the muster field.  

There seems to be a lot of insider/outsider dynamics when I hear people talk 
about why they do or do not actively support the company.  2. Once the building 
is stable, I think proper archiving is a bigger priority than upgrading exhibits - the 
reality is that the museum is never going to bring in a big out-of-membership 
crowd, but the importance of an archive that is cataloged, searchable, and well 
preserved can't be understated and will be useful for as long as fife and drum 
exists.    

● Promote the living history the Museum represents. Restore the ideals and live up 
the purpose described in its organizing documents. Make available the interviews 
of our forebears, both written and recorded.  Convention or seminars including 
the above encouraging discussion and education on what Drum Corps is.  The 
legacy of our forebears, to understand what we've inherited and for all to do their 
part in perpetuating it.  The "Living History"  Ed Olsen would describe is all 
recorded in the Ancient Times and at our fingertips.  The possibilities are endless, 
given the reference material housed in the Museum and your own imagination.

What goals should be part of The Company’s vision for the next ten years?

● Focusing on today’s generation of musicians that already play music, regardless 
of music genres and encouraging the Fife and Drum Community to be more 
accessible to others. 

● Having the museum open other times besides the summer 
● Fixing the staircase, redoing the hallway to the staircase, landscaping, and getting 

rid of/replacing that ugly old shed.
● Exist, thrive by serving the F&D community
● First, an on-line music repository.  Right now it's all books and CD's, which 

represents a lot of work but welcome to the 21st century.  The sheet music for 
every tune (and all variations) should be on-line.  Second, maybe using YouTube 
or another resource, every tune should be uploaded using the same cataloguing 
as the sheet music.  In other words, all of the music should be instantly accessible.  
Third, I would think the company would strive to get some corporate donors.  
Fourth, I think the history and original composition dates of each tune should be 
added to your library.  For example, I often wonder if "Onward Christian Soldiers" 
was from colonial times and found that the tune dates from 1871.  Then I found 
out that "The World Turned Upside Down" (originally "The King Enjoys His Own 
Again") was from 1646, the oldest tune in our books, I think.

● Chester just played the summer concert - thank you for the opportunity.  I missed 
the junior camp performance due to traffic, but I'm grateful you provide this 
wonderful opportunity for kids.

● To continue to encourage young people to be involved in local youth drum corps 
● financial solvencey, increased youth participation, increase grant applications
● Alternate re registration other than electronic andI will renew immediately so I 

can participate



● sustaining its outreach and value to the members
● Help individuals and corps outside CT be able to contribute & be an active part of 

the Co. 
● communication, preservation, education, clearing house for music
● Building up the Fife and Drum Corps world
● See above.  More youth camps. In various areas.  Weekends.  Like mini Musters.
● Individual and group recognition
● It depends on which of the two types of organizations (above) you want to be. It is 

impossible to project achievable goals without some projection of the financial 
picture.

● Keeping fife and drum alive and growing.
● More events, or further away events. Expanding outreach, seeing more of our 

country, learning more about our corps. 
● continue to promote fife and drum and encourage the youth to be a part of it
● The current goals seem fine to me, as long as new membership is a high priority.
● Keep the youths involved
● Museum facilities improvements/expansion....
● Better advertising
● Expanding fife and drum to other states such as New York and New Jersey .  

Possibly looking into having fife and drum corps contests to sharpen the skills of 
the corps.

● Expressing what the Companies function is.  The only time the Ancient Mariners 
ever hear's from the Company is if they need someone to play the Tuesday 
concerts or when it needs money

● 250th anniversary, need to assist corps to recruit & retain members and youth

What goals should be part of The Company’s vision for the next ten years?

● Recruiting kids into Fife and Drum.
● Need a new, modern building and archival care for the museum.  Marty is doing 

an OUTSTANDING job as archivist, but we need to move out of the 1980s...  That 
is, if we want these artifacts to actually survive to the end of the century.  The 
biggest goal for the Company should be to locate a new building with the focus of 
creating a modern museum with modern, environmentally controlled exhibit 
spaces for the vast collection of uniforms, instruments, music, etc.  This new 
building should have a *separate* concert hall and conference room so that 
exhibits don't always have to be moved around.  Goal 2 should be to create 
regular visitation hours for the public and to simply even advertise the museum.  
Goal 3 should be to create paid jobs to entice people to do more for the 
museum/Company, not to mention the staff to guide visitors.  Goal 4 should be to 
raise the membership dues ($25 is a joke, just saying).  Goal 5 should be to 
reintroduce a regularly issued magazine, and hire someone to be the editor.  Goal 
6 should be to elevate the Company's standing to national recognition in the 
music world.  Not just among fifers and drummers in a New England style corps.  
There are so many fifers and drummers that I have encountered in re-enacting 
that have never heard of you guys.  That is a problem...

● Increase membership
● All present plans realized, Financial stability, full-time Person-in-Charge, building 

expansion or off-site Company owned secure storage facility, all plans have a “by 
a given date” attached.  Reasonable time expectations (at least 6 hours/month) 
for all volunteers, job description, qualifications, and “How-To” books for all 
positions, aggressive, on-going, systematic fundraising, more recognition for 
volunteers.



● Attracting younger members.
● Host more Musters, release Muster DVDs,  be more active outside of Connecticut 

(to be more supportive of out-of-staters, like me in PA), start a new [official] 
Company Fife & Drum Corps (similar to the Cyber Ancients) - a real organized 
Corps and not like F-Troop, etc.

● The Junior Camp is our future. It is critical to keep it going. 
● Sustaining current junior corps facing drop in membership. Recruiting more kids. 

Helping new junior corps. I know you do all these things well already.!!!
● Increase advertising to promote growth, and not just to member corps.
● Developing new Corps and individual musicians to expand Fife and Drum across 

all states not just northeast.
● Strong junior camp. Quarterly jams or functions. 
● More reliable and clear vision communicated to the members. Less reactive and 

more proactive.
● Keeping the fife and drum corps world active and alive.   Try to get youngsters 

involved and want to learn an instrument to keep this history of the USA.
● Make a better outside performance area 
● Keep up the good work!
● Hosting more events, both recreational and educational to try to get people into 

the Hall. I also like the idea of doing online workshops as mentioned, as there are 
many members who can’t travel to the Hall regularly 

● Continuing the strong sense of community within fife and drum.
● Any activities that increase awareness of f&d
● History of the museum

● The kids
● Attract new members/keep members.
● Maintain status as a 'central base' for F&D to encourage communication & 

cooperation among F&D corps; this includes being financially viable.
● Continue to help drum corps grow and encourage youth to participate in the 

activity.
● Reaching out to corps farther away from Connecticut
● More towards the Midwest and west coast 
● Incorporating more young people into the things they do 
● Improved communication about the purpose of the company
● A sound plan for the Company building maintenance and repair.
● Getting a larger junior community or more junior inputs. 
● Promote and encourage all aspects of fife and drum to our young. Without them 

we have no future.  
● Better and new displays in the museum, proper information on displays, better 

communication, more junior activities and better advertisements. 
● Too many to list - see list presented at last meeting. 
● Solvency
● To spread the infuence of fife and drum music through having corps perform as 

part of the sound sport tour with DCI. To create local or state chapters for the 
purpose of camaraderie, instruction, and spreading the art form nationally.

● More responsible members of there board and building committee
● get the museum improved
● Out reach on the West coast
● Just keep up the good work like you have, especially maintaining the hall & 

contents etc, through various foul weather situations...

What goals should be part of The Company’s vision for the next ten years?



● Funding to keep building in shape.
● Encouraging  younger people to become members. I don’t know enough of the 

benefits to desire becoming a member. 
● Looking into a newer building. The next generation of people isn’t going to want 

to keep putting time and money into a run down building. 
● Freezer Jam type workshop for adults, enter all museum artifacts into a computer 

database (Past Perfect, etc.), publish more Company music books, maintenance 
of the Company Hall, master classes, continue the Junior Camp, continue the 
newsletter, continue the Company Muster. 

● Keeping traditions alive
● Getting more people into F&D
● Continued upgrade of the Museum's archives and library.
● Continue and expand work with juniors
● More of a video/youtube presence.  Start now with interviews of everybody and 

anybody.  It doesn't have to be released now, but nobody is too young to 
interview.  Before they (or we) are too old or gone, get EVERYBODY interviewed.  
Even the young kids, start recording them.  Before you know it 10 (or 50) years 
goes by.  We need this organization to document the people .  With the quality of 
phones now, interviews should be easy enough to do. Get people recorded now 
and figure out how to use it later.  

● Continuing to keep our unique music and history viable.
● Being a more accessible place to meet and connect with the community
● Getting kids to participate 
● Continued forward progress of the F&D.  Invest in Junior corps for the 

development of new blood.

What goals should be part of The Company’s vision for the next ten years?

● Continuing education to current and future musicians by providing materials for 
out-of-state corps or musicians to use for recruitment and education in their local 
areas.  Record/collect histories of all corps before they become defunct.

● Library...increase music, recordings, and video collection 
● Company visits to individual Corps at their rehearsals.
● Remember F&D Roots
● Education and recruitment of younger participants
● Preservation and promotion of the fellowship of Fife and drum
● Recruit more young people! Supporting the junior corps. Maybe a committee for 

recruitment/social media geared towards youth? Different social media pages 
aimed towards younger fifers and drummers?

● Group Travel / Company Muster / Museum exhibit update 
● Preserve uniforms and antiques better (museum quality). Seek Grants
● rejuvenate the artifacts and show cases at the museum.  Show the intentional tie 

and connect to each member corps.  Promote the company outside of the fife and 
rum community

● Stay active. Stay relevant, Continue to develop an international presence through 
educational outreach.

● Financial improvement and stability, improved outreach  
● Promoting shared repertoire to promote more tunes at jam sessions. Continue to 

give a face to fife and drum. 
● growth and financial stability
● Recruiting younger members.



● I think The Company is headed in a very good direction.  I think the challenge in 
the next 10-20 years and beyond for the fife and drum community as a whole will 
be the next generations and keeping the art form alive and thriving.  I'm 
concerned about the few number of junior corps and the numbers in several of 
these corps are dwindling.  Many senior corps in all areas are not able to attract 
younger members as they have in the past (ex. our corps has only 4 members 
under the age of 40).  What changes will corps need to make in order to attract 
younger members and what will be the cost to art form?  I've seen a lot of changes 
in the fife and drum landscape over the past 20-30.  My concern is that the very 
talented younger members all seem to head to the same 10+ senior corps once 
they come of age.  With a few exceptions, these are what I'll call (for the lack of 
anything better...) the 'high talent, flashier, non-traditional' corps.  Where does 
this leave the traditional ancient corps?  I'm concerned that if this trend 
continues, we'll see a number of traditional corps fold as their membership ages 
and leaves.  (I could go on, but this is good for now...  Thanks for the forum to 
express this concern)

● recruitment, outreach to let people know the Company exists
● 1.  Is there a way to promote more history or give a greater sense of our "historical 

significance"?  Our country's 250th Anniversary is coming up in just 8 years.  Can 
the Company exploit that and use it to grow?
2.  I see a spectrum from reenactors who play for the art of reenacting to 
musicians who play for the art of musical entertainment.  I have seen reenactors 
scoff at the 'entertainment' Corps and I have seen musicians wrinkling their noses 
at the thought of reenacting.  My sense is that the Company leans more toward 
the musician side of that spectrum.  Is there a way and does the Company have 
the resources to support both ends and help bridge that gap, to "foster the spirit 
of fellowship"?

What goals should be part of The Company’s vision for the next ten years?

● Recruiting new members 
● Workshops. History presentations that can being in more locals to participate. 

Public relations, articles in local papers, as well as the Essex, Deep River and 
Chester newsletters.   

● Bringing all corps together through our community of shared commonalities. Fife 
and Drum has become very competitive with itself, and there have become 
“favorites” while snark and judgement abounds for the corps who are keeping the 
spirit alive but aren’t necessarily the most “talented” and “hot.”  There’s too 
much of that in the world outside... it’s time to celebrate the heart of fife and 
drum.

● Huge, major renovation/replacement of Company Hall. The work downstairs is 
beautiful and should be commended highly, but the museum needs a massive 
overhaul and update. Kudos to those who've worked so hard on this - Marty and 
others have done incredible work. Bill Ralston is trying so hard to line up docents 
and do the right thing in terms of access to the museum. But they can't do it alone 
and/or without resources (which I know are scarce and hard to come by, including 
HELP from members).

● Meetings with german marching bands, in particular with the german marching 
band I want to play along.

● Continue promoting fife and drum.  Membership for many corps is dwindling - and 
sadly, I think small corps lose members to larger corps.  Our nation's 250th 
birthday is coming up - would be great if that would increase the feelings of 
patriotism enough so that all corps can see an increase in membership.

● Making curious outside of Conn feel important and involved
● Help keep the youth involved with the community once they age out of Junior 

Corps. 
● Upgrade the museum's preservation mission



● Wider general community visibility and activity promotion
● Keeping fife and drum  important/"seeable"; there are so many choices of things 

to do for  people! We need to  keep some people WANTING to do this!
● making the museum more alive and interactive, promoting fife and drum in the 

community
● Increasing kids camp capacity. They are your future. Also, increase 

communication between corps and their members. Maybe they’ll want to stick 
around more.  

● Recruiting more younger kids and getting them to stay
● Promoting the fife and drum world so more people know about it ans what it is. 
● Maintaining the history, promoting fife and drum in the community, possibly 

more junior recruiting
● Expand community
● To get more involved with the schools 
● Making the museum a destinstion and revenue source for the Company
● Building and exhibit improvements
● Better use of the building.
● Protection, stimulation, promotion and Extending the fife & drum culture and 

activities
● 2026 and the rebuilding of Fife and Drum as a community based program 
● Spreading the word on what a great organization it is and how important it is.
● Promote how the Corps create great role models and leaders within our 

communities through discipline, old school values, tradition, dedication and hard 
work. And help branch out into new communities throughout the USA. Develop 
our youth to have interest in music, history and traditions at a younger age.    

What goals should be part of The Company’s vision for the next ten years?

● Start 10 new corps in anticipation of the Nations 250th anniversary
● get the museum repainted, updated, and open more often. summer concert 

series on a different day so more corps can participate, and more folks will be 
likely to show up. a systematic video (and audio?) archiving of corps 
repertoire/styles.

● To be here in 10 years..



Meet Individual Needs





● You are doing fine.
● Increased communication; outreach; website.
● Since we live a far distance from CT it is difficult when we travel to Deep River as 

an example, and despite registering when first able we are placed at over 50 in the 
parade, then have to wait until late afternoon to perform on stand. The CT corps 
perform early on and leave and are home quickly. The out of state corps perform 
late and then have a very long drive home. It is recommended that consideration 
for out of state corps be made in making the registration procedures fair and 
allow them to get home earlier.

● 1. I would LOVE regional help for people in the sticks re: rudimental drumming 
instruction.  (Personal, I know!)  Drum instructors are definitely difficult to find.  2. 
I'd love to have a database of fife and drum members who do certain types of 
professional activities and could help members do things like form 501(c)3s (or 
whatever).  That is so horrible to do and I would rather pay someone (from the 
community) than do it myself.  But, this could benefit our members in all kinds of 
ways.

● Accessibility and communication, there was more of this 30 years ago before the 
internet, what’s happened?

● other organizations i belong to all have some form of a 'member appreciation' 
day or event.  some are lavish... others simply hot dogs, beer and soda.  but, all 
are appreciated by those n attendance.  

● Same as above
● In December, each individual receives a yearly report in the mail reviewing the 

highlights.
● Make the Junior Camp accessible to all kids that want to go. Don't limit it. These 

kids are our future, if you want to have a future in fife and drum let ALL the kids go 
to camp. Find a new place if the one you're at isn't big enough. Volunteers are 
plentiful and EVERYONE wants to help kids. Whatever is holding back the Junior 
Camp from being available to everyone should be addressed - the community will 
help, just ask. 

How could The Company better meet the needs of its Individual Members?

● Make the finances of the company readily available and easy to understand. The 
Company has received a lot of donations over the past several years - where's all 
that money going? 

● As a now disabled fifer for Sudbury I feel left out of the loop.   Miss terribly your 
magazine as it was an important way to keep up on events and news. Not sure if 
Sudbury is even participating in the Company due to loss if most if us "old 
timers."

● clinics
● I am relatively new in this arena. I started our Jr. fife and drum corps 3 years ago 

without a clue as to how to do it. Finding help to get started in my area was 
difficult at first. When I reached out for help from your organization, it was a dead 
end. There was no way to contact you. ( this seems to have changed) I wish the 
Company of Fifers and Drummers could be more involved in what I am trying to 
do. I would like to see fife and drum flourish in NH and ME.  

● Send additional reminders of membership renewal
● Regular communication about all events (not just company ones).  
● What do you think the individual member needs ?  Tread lightly on what could be 

perceived as stepping on the toes of the Drum Corps and their vital role. By 
restoring the Company to its past stature and integrity. Restore the Ancient Times 
and make the Museum a main focal point.  Restore the Constitution and Rules of 
Procedure and adhere to them.  Only nominate and elect individuals who would 
live up to the responsibility of their office, as prescribed.  There's a reason only 
playing members were/are eligible to higher office.  The ripple effect would be a 
benefit on all levels.

● By providing live access online to as many Fife and Drum events as possible. Keep 
members connected as often as possible by using online resources. Maybe create 
a FB live committee or roster so that the company can be an online funnel for 
members to be plugged in even when they cannot physically attend. 

● Members need to participate to reep the benefits
● Unsure - appreciate all the work that you already do.  



● There has been concerted efforts by some very loyal members over the last few 
years.  Keep up the trend.  Solicit more help from the younger members.  Publicly 
recognize the efforts of those who participate. 

● Remind them of meetings and encourage them to attend. Explain how to attend 
on line (I thought this was limited to officers). Implement your ideas for helping 
improve their skills w/online and in-person programs. List the current member 
corps and their locations so those who think they're isolated but actually are not 
far away from a corps can make contact. 

● Include this question in every edition of the newsletter
● Email is a great Communicator.  It comes to you rather than you going to it! (Web 

Site).  No one wants a barrage, but more than just the newsletter would be good.
● More informative newsletters 
● Staying solvent
● Tell me what happened to the Ancient TImes, which began with Eddy Olsen, Bill 

Pace, Bill Gallagher and others. Is it dead? The website is a poor replacement
● Keep doing what you are doing, I have no specific suggestions.
● Have more gatherings 
● Inspire folks to contribute to the newsletter. Great history, great talent, great 

events! (we're probably competing with FB on this front)
● Doing a good job right now 
● better communication of progress in building repairs & collections of instruments, 

outreach to former members to rejoin, more online articles, video conferencing of 
meetings is a big plus but the general meetings are brief and don't provide much 
info; this can be improved / share success stories

How could The Company better meet the needs of its Individual Members?

● The webinars would be an awesome start.  If I may make a huge suggestion here: 
create a short, 2-3 minute teaser video clip with some but not all of the 
information that will be presented in an upcoming webinar, and use that and only 
that on social media - with a link to become a member to see the rest of the 
webinar.  Allow the full webinar to be accessible by members and ONLY members.  
This would be an extraordinary perk to becoming a member and would bring the 
Company closer to other musical organization memberships.  If the webinar is 
free for everyone, what is the point in paying a membership fee.  Advertise the 
webinar in advance with a teaser video with a link to join the Company.

● Educational videos that could be used to educate the public and other drummers.
● Find more ways for them to have a voice in the Company.  Perhaps regional 

representatives?
● On line education
● Your doing a good job by making music and instructional materials available.
● more communication 
● Explaining in detail what their funds go to.
● I like the idea of opening membership to those outside the USA.
● Better communication and more member involvement, more member only 

benefits. 
● Update museum displays and better advertisement in the surrounding towns.
● Email minutes of all meetings
● More communications and constant contact with all members
● communication
● Not being directly involved due to location, I think you're doing fine!
● Out-of-State (other than CT) members need more support and easier access to 

events. Sponsor Musters in PA, NJ, DE, MD, VA, etc.



● First get more members, even if it costs reducing membership rates. You have 
strength in numbers. You need a BIGGER network to work with. Include family 
memberships with a breakdown of sliding prices to include siblings and 
household members to join. 

● Unsure yet what to recommend 
● By getting individuals to participate in Company activities. 
● Perhaps looking at changes to the voting regulations
● I think you're doing a good job.   It's up to each individual to be as involved as 

he/she wants to be involved.   
● Is there a way to help those of us not in-the-know about all the different corps in 

our community learn more about them in a simple easy-to-digest way? Beyond a 
list of names of member corps, some kind of fun snapshot of facts that could 
deepen our appreciation of the richness of our community? A little history, 
location, favorite events (where we are likely to see them), fun fact about their 
uniform, what they are currently raising money for, etc. a little accelerant for 
getting to know one another and also for a bigger picture understanding of focus 
and needs. Perhaps this is already done in newsletters or somewhere in the 
museum? Sorry if I’ve missed it. 

● There is a lot of information about how to run a drum corps for members, but I 
don’t know if people know about it. Have a workshop for corps directors, a 
workshop for treasurer/secretaries as well

● Make them feel like their ideas are important. Have a way of getting them to see 
the value of The Company to them. 

● Get younger people involved
● Those of us who live outside of New England often do not have access to 

advanced musical instruction. I would like to see some "master classes" on 
performance, and some help with how to instruct an ensemble above the 
beginner level ("Train the trainer"). 

How could The Company better meet the needs of its Individual Members?

● Do not pretend to have the answers at hand. But we need to make BEING a 
Individual Member of The Company more valuable to members of the 
international fife and drum community.

● Lists for jams
● More availability 
● Mentioned earlier in the questionnaire - offer a collection of webinars, references 

for links to sources of informational sites to help with rudimental drumming or 
fifing; concert recordings for individuals who can't attend the events. Helps with 
keeping them connected to the "family."

● Show a presents at individual Corps events
● My family is relatively new to Fife and Drum having not grown up in it. When my 

kids first started, we did't know anything. It took years to even know about the 
Company or what it was or how it worked. Col. John was a member, but we didn't 
know individuals or families could be members. Or that there were concerts or 
music to be bought, etc. That was 12 years ago. Now my husband and I have been 
CVFM members for about 7 years and we still don't know all the ins and outs. 
Maybe an intro package or welcome would help for company member 
recruitment.

● End of the year party / Something epic to bring people together
● Continue to seek funding to bring the facility up to higher standards. Persue 

public relations as an avenue for better funding and membership. Continue 
education and preservation.

● I  have no idea what the perks would be to an individual member-  Maybe that is 
the purpose - to make individual members aware of what they are doing and what 
is possible.   Poll the members to even see what their needs are.

● communications
● Good and regular communication
● I think the online seminar idea is a good one - more online exposure and outreach 

will attract more members as well.



● unsure.  Perhaps more awareness of what the Company has to offer??
● I like the idea of web-based seminars mentioned earlier in the survey.  We have 

limited options for musician instructors.  Our Corps is more entertainment 
focused, and we cannot keep musicians who have outgrown our instructors.

● Incentives to join. A better understanding of what it means to be a individual 
member as opposed to being a member if corps who is a company member.

● More consistent. Communication 
● Connect us weirdos who live too far away a little better. More digital feed. Feel 

good articles about what’s happening back east (or Midwest) or anywhere!
● The structure of the organization itself was set up to 'protect' the Company 

sudden, radical changes, but that protection takes away input by corps and 
individuals. Unless things have radically changed, attendance at meetings is 
largely a matter of listening; hearing about decisions already made. I know the 
people within the power structure of the Company mean well, but unless real and 
meaningful input is given to the corps and individuals, I don't see people feeling a 
strong connection to the Company. Over the years I've seen far too many people 
make huge commitments of time and energy to the Company only to become 
jaded and disenchanted. I think this has been recognized as a problem, but I'm 
not sure how it's being tackled - if it is even possible.

● If the goal is to promote individuals to join as individuals maybe Corp 
memberships could be prorated to reflect the number of individuals from that 
group who join as individuals,  make benefits to individuals more visible

● I don't even really know what they do now.
● Communicate better. I hadn’t even heard of you until a few weeks ago. 
● Make communication easier and include more information for younger members 

in newsletters. 
● I don't think the Company owes me anything... so would prefer it to focus on the 

fife and drum community as a whole. 

How could The Company better meet the needs of its Individual Members?

● Better communication 
● Information, events and training
● Not sure.  Honestly, it's my own fault I don't get more out of it.  But I love knowing 

it's there.
● I am too far away to know, sorry.



Additional comments





● Thank you for your continued work and dedication to this art form. There needs 
to be a continuous growth and excitement for younger kids nationwide, not just 
east coast. Developing a curriculum that can be taken into elementary schools 
and up that shows why this music is important and the benefits of joining a Fife & 
Drum Corps. I hope to help in anyway possible and spread the joy and excitement 
of Fife and Drum to everyone I meet!

● Increase funding through recurrent educational grants from diverse sources 
(companies, governments, historical societies, music institutions, foundations).  
Form a Development Committee to write and prosecute grant applications.  Don’t 
use professional fundraisers.  Major ripoff.  They’ll besmirch the Museum’s and the 
Company’s name.  They take 65% or more of the money they raise.

● You guys are doing great! Distance and time keep me away from stuff, but the new 
blood has been great for our future.

● I play a few folk instruments each with their own places in and off line where we 
share news , advice on musical skills , tunes etc. It’s been my observation that we 
ancients simply do not take ourselves particularly serious (fifers in particular) 
drummers have NARD and other such drummer groups, fifers do not have these 
things (our own fault), for many this endeavor is primarily social with less 
emphasis on the performance...just an opinion from 40 years of doing this , others 
may see differently 

● Seeing the ancient times again would be nice. 
● i think the value or importance of senior corps' active participation [if not 

functional control] of the company has been a severe negative for going on 20 
years.  senior corps leadership and participation has all but vanished. 'some' 
members are there but the corps' are not.  trying to build the company from 
junior corps' is a shaky proposition at best.  junior corps' are at the 'mercy' of 
what their directors choose to participate in or not. with not enough exception, 
these directors are not drum corps people in their own right... merely the parent 
of a participating youngster.  throughout my 'formative years' senior corps' and 
members were a major inspiration to my drum corps experience. 

Additional comments, ideas, or suggestions?

● Need to have an application form in re-up email with address where to send
● I really appreciate how well the company is keeping up with communication via 

the internet.
● How come the Sturtze room is still closed? What are the plans for it?
● Have a page on the website that lists all the projects that need to be done and 

what has been done. Sometimes we all forget where we were a few years ago (i.e. 
no usable basement). 

● Have a page that tells people how they can get involved - what are the 
committees that need/want people? what are the expectations? what can people 
do to help? Many people don't know that they have something of value to the 
company unless they see something that prompts them to say ""Oh, I can do that, 
and I can see who I should contact.""

● Does The Company have associations with other organizations? Maybe you 
should have an inter-society liaison (or multiple).

● I wish your quarterly meetings were different (and I wish I could make a 
suggestion how they could be better) - they just seem to be a regurgitation of 
what was discussed at the last meeting. It's hard to see whats been happening, 
it's like getting a giant wall of text in verbal form. Sometimes people are engaged, 
and when that happens, it's great. "

● Corps should be actual functioning Corps. Not pick up or F Troop Corps . Its 
demeaning the whole concept of a Drum Corps. Member Corps should have 
regular rehearsals and meetings whether it's actual or through Skype. Also each 
Drum Corps member should submit their By-laws to the Company. Also a member 
roster should be submitted at the beginning of the year.

● Please send me application for membership .  I miss everyone from the Ancients 
Community after 25 years of participating in so many wonderful events!



● enlist the help of the Preservation Society in the rebuilding of the museum
● Overall, the small group of active leaders and Board members continues to do a 

very good job in promoting the mission and goals of the Company, and keeping 
the drum corps experience and spirit alive in CT.   Thank you.  

● Have a tent at Musters to  bring attention to the company
● The Company is the most important anchor that F& D has!! The Junior Camp is 

your most important outreach. Thank you for your endurance and effort to stay 
relivent.

● I stopped going to the meetings - the structure was really hard to get through.  
There was too much time spent on reports and old business, and not enough time 
spent in actual discussion.  There was no transparency about what would be on 
the agenda ahead of time.  It felt really ineffective, and not collaborative.  (full 
disclosure - this may be different now, and if so I apologize!)  If committee reports 
were collected, compiled, and published electronically a week in advance, people 
could read them, ask clarifying questions if necessary, and then the meeting could 
move on to what should be the meat of the conversation.  If the Agenda was 
published in advance, people who aren't usually delegates could make an active 
decision about whether they should attend and give opinions or hear the 
discussion.  Published outcomes for those who miss the meeting would be helpful 
too.  

● Distance is a factor for me on attending meetings, going to the museum, etc.        I 
did try getting a mailing list of company members last Fall and was unable to. We 
wanted to do a mailing in regards to  the Camden Continentals muster this 
August.  Is there such a thing as a mailing list anymore ?  Or do you just have 
E-mail addresses ?     The question about getting a  membership  renewal notice:  
I'm a lifetime member so I didn't expect to get a notice.

Additional comments, ideas, or suggestions?

● "The word "change" continues to come up as if all change is good or bad.  Change 
for its own sake is ridiculous.  It depends on what that change is.  McDonagh, 
developing the fife as a true quality instrument, and his musical compositions 
were a great ""change"" that didn't tear the foundation or principals down. Olsen 
/ Pace developing the Company and establishing the Museum was also great 
"change".  They encouraged and melted down the barriers or rivalry you may say 
competition produced.  All without tearing down competition. All this should be 
recognized and discussed.  Jaybird Day is a great forum, but only one.  The 
Company is and should be the focal point and dominant in its encouragement 
and uniting force for all the Corps. 
Followup....I don't know the role of the Camp.  Is it part of the Company or 
separate entity ?  When the Camp started, I'm sure it was separate and the 
Company would lend financial support in the form of an annual contribution.

● An old idea, proposed by Terry Hennessey, was to have a merit program which 
taught history....history of our Country and the music (ie. what is the background 
of the Camp Duties).  There would be multi-levels of accomplishment with some 
sort of badge identifying satisfactory completion of each.  It was discussed and 
just didn't take off.  There was to be no competition and the badge would have 
been a recognition of passing the course only."

● I love that the Company has made an increased push to connect itself to the 
community using technology. This is not the way of the future, it is now. Thank 
you for your effort! 

● Open the museum more often
● The motive of the Company is 100% positive towards the continuation of this 

ancient craft. Please, keep up the good work.
● Long term, are you sure the museum is in the most advantageous spot?
● I have not got a membership renewal application for a few years now



● Clean up the financial statements.  Observe Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles (GAAP), Be fully transparent regarding financial activities.  Keep the 
membershiip fully informed about financial matters, both good and bad.

● Would like to renew membership - please supply and address and details so that I 
can.  I will not renew electronically .  Thanks

● At 85, I still try to get to Lancraft's old timers night.  Not many of my generation 
left.  Still love the sounds of the fifes and drums rolling down the streets.

● Is there any reason why people who aren't officers or on the board may not attend 
the board meetings? I've been a corps rep. for over 15 years but still have the 
impression the board meetings (as opposed to the corps reps. meetings) are 
closed to others - that discussions take place and decisions are made that most of 
us never hear about. If they are indeed closed, why not open them up to 
*observers*, making clear that attendance is passive, not participating.

● How about creating archieves of individual corp history etc. Each corp or 
defunked corp could provide history to the company who would act as a central 
repository for writings, photos and lists of old members etc, etc. 

● There's a need to have more events located in New York State. The abundance of 
events are primarily in Connecticut. Also, starting competitions again would be a 
great way of helping fifer's and drummers excel at their instruments...

● "Stronger presence at musters. 
● Additional merchandise for sale 
● Recognition of achievements "

Additional comments, ideas, or suggestions?

● I realize  that at your core, you were established as fife and drum preservation.  
That was your mission.   But I have seen a lot of out -of-state corps uniforms and 
equipment preserved at the Company.   I think you would broaden your financial 
support base if you expanded your mission to include drum corps, not just 
ancients.   There were a lot of us, with a lot of history,  here in Ct, not NY  or Mass 
but our own history we can preserve.   Also a lot of history of industrial drum corps 
with roots in Conn early businesses.   It's sad you don't consider Ct  history, it's a 
great opportunity for  older drum Corp members who might financially support 
you and businesses with drum corps in the early 1900's...another potential 
funding source.

● I think you should make more of an effort to keep member corps up to date on the 
financial status of the organization... perhaps in an Annual Report format. The 
corps are the CFD's primary "stake holders" and deserve to know the details of 
financial statements.

● Thanks for the survey and good luck!
● Not at this time.
● more support to recruit docents is needed and would be appreciated, I hope to 

see Kristin work on  matching grants and I will help if possible. See my e-mail 
about Amazon / % share program inactive? Thanks for all the effort and 
improvements

● The Company of Fifers and Drummers is an awesome idea and I hope it continues 
for the next many generations, but to survive, it needs to fully join the 21st 
century.  If Williamsburg or Plimoth Plantation or the Smithsonian or any 
successful museum only dwelled on the legacy left behind by past generations, 
they would no longer exist.  To exist and to continue to develop, those museums 
need to stay on top of the latest interests/trends, technology, and research.  For 
the Company, the current website is superb, thankfully, and the webinar idea FOR 
MEMBERS is worthy of high fives!  But the museum and archives need a major 
upgrade.  It saddens me when I hear of yet even more water damage...and those 
uniforms, drums, etc are mostly unprotected from the elements.



● Progress All the Time!
● increase membership
● Some of the questions are not applicable to me.  I'm in Austin, Texas and I don't 

get up to the musters, even though I would like to go to 1 or 2 a year.  I have been 
active in several corps during the 1960s & 70s.   I enjoy photos & vids of F&D on FB.  
I do have an interest in the Company and its activities, but can't be involved.  I saw 
and experienced the Company from its very beginning.  I was the first person to 
head the music committee.  I have a sincere interest in the Company and its 
future, but not as an active member.  

● Provide information about corps in various areas of the country; so that other 
corps get to know each other better.

● As someone who used to be very active in The Company but now lives several 
states away, I really do appreciate all the effort that has been put into the website 
and newsletter. Thank you!

● Thank you for your outreach and all your hard work!
● I myself enjoy the Tuesday night concerts. Maybe it would be nice to have a 

concert in the winter. 
● I think the company is moving in the right direction. But I would really love to see 

the educational outreach spark this year! Maybe start with a simple colonial day 
at the museum for the three local elementary schools. And have someone travel 
to the middle and high school with a power point and a whole presentation about 
the history of fife and drum. 

● You are doing a good job
● More events like Jaybird's Day
● Deep River is the largest F&D event in the world--yet just one garden hose and no 

hand washing stations are available to attendees/campers. Would be great to 
have more (even if rudimentary) facilities available at the worlds premier F&D 
event! 

Additional comments, ideas, or suggestions?

● There should be more of an effort to make lists of members by city and state to 
help local communication. It would also be a good idea to be able to form local 
chapters for members who are experienced drummers and fifers to offer clinics 
for those who might be interested in learning more about the fife and drum corps 
movement.

● Keep it going
● Because I haven’t recently moved to an area without Fife and Drum, I am 

beginning to truly find the value and importance it holds within both historical 
education and culture. To my awareness the company is doing a great job at this! 

● Unfortunately haven't been able to attend a company event in 5+ years so can't 
answer most questions in detail. Thanks for everything you do!

● Keep up the good work...
● See my answer under ‘goals’
● Thank you!
● Focus on community growth in "The Band". And not just in Connecticut. You still 

have New Jersey, New York etc. Invite, involve, influence local school / church 
leaders thru webinar or promotional mailings to start/promote band 
organization. Then when interest is found, recruit local members in that area to 
organize and develop a corps. The company has a bigger responsibility to help 
develop and promote. Better interest can be obtained if the Home organization 
(The Company), puts it's invitation out there to achieve this goal.

● Would the Company be interested in supporting/Promoting west Coast events?
● I've enjoyed my life in the drum corps' world.   It's a huge part of my life.   Keep up 

the good work!!!
● Other than the museum and concerts I dont what the company is or does. When 

you say rate the "company" I dont know what I'm rating
● Thanks for all the work that everyone does to keep the organization afloat. It’s so 

important to have a hub. 



● Push harder about membership.  I’m not a current member - but think often that I 
should “get around to it.”  It just never seems to be right in my face to take care of.

● Be more present at musters. Instead of just putting up a tent, maybe have a way 
to draw folks in. Cold drink, snack and conversation.

● There are not a lot of young members. Membership is expensive and I don’t see 
what I get out of joining. I can still attend meeting, concerts and the museum as a 
non member. There is no draw to membership besides knowing my money is 
going to the building maintenance, which seems to be growing and growing. 

● It is very hard for a member of a band on the West Coast to feel any connection 
with the Company especially those of us who do not travel to Connecticut on a 
regular basis. Live streaming is one way but with us being three hours behind you 
the summer concerts will be before or during dinner for us.

● At the DRAM the Connecticut Patriots were selling a t-shirt with all the fife and 
drum musters in 2018 printed on the back. When I look at the Company website I 
only see a fraction of those musters listed. We should have the same list available 
on the Company website and in the Company newsletter. 

● Good luck
● Lets try to develop a winter concert series.  Similar to the Aaron Long benefit or 

the Concert Jason & I did in 2009, lets promote something.  Not every week, but 
maybe once a month starting in January.  Also, lets no be afraid of having non fife 
and drum events.  A drum set clinic or day of percussion could get non fife and 
drum types into the building and we develop interest that way.  I'm happy to 
discuss these ideas and help organize...This is Dominick!   Thanks for the great 
work that everybody at The Company is doing to keep it alive!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

● The Company is doing a wonderful job keeping fife and drum alive. The work that 
is done to get kids interested and engaged is amazing.

● Your work and efforts are appreciated.  Don't take your foot off of the gas!
● Keep up the great work with the Jr. Fife and Drum camp!

Additional comments, ideas, or suggestions?

● The Company seems to have lost track of its roots.  F&D has moved away from 
ancient rudimental to modern styles and from camaraderie to competition.   That 
is the main reason why my wife (a 48-yr fifer) has left, and I (a 60-yr drummer) 
have distanced myself.  

● Encourage sight reading skills.  Sessions at the Casbah are pathetic.
● I found it very difficult to rate most of the company's activities.  Not sure if it is 

how our corps functions as a unit but I feel very disconnected from the company.  
Is it possible to get e-newsletters out to all active members of corps that are 
members of the company?  

● Thank you guys for everything you do- I'm sure it isn't easy!
● Interesting survey.. I am eager to see the results. 
● The corps that are not in the  CT area need to be thought of when planning events, 

meetings, concerts etc .  It is very expensive to stay overnight and drive up for non 
paying events and the members of these corps need to feel included in the 
Company.  

● good luck and let me know if I can help 
● Scott - I never heard anything after our conversation at DRAM about filling the 

vacant Exec. Board seat.  How did that turn out?
● not sure.., Perhaps send monthly emails of reminder of events? and/or meetings?  

Hope this is helpful.  Thank you for all you do
● Our corps has been part of the summer concerts in the past (more than 2 years 

ago).
● You guys are doing a great job. Thank you all for your time and dedication to our 

fife and drum community. We could not do it without you all.  
● In spite of my comments, I guess my suggestion is to keep plugging along as best 

as can be done. Over the years it seems much time and effort must be spent 
putting out brush fires, which is a shame. I wish I could play a bigger support role, 
especially in terms of the museum and perhaps the camp, but I run myself ragged 
with travel just trying to keep up with my own corps. 



● Thank you for supporting me belonging to my question of drumming books.
● Since I am not a "local" I think the F&D heritage needs to be primarily pushed and 

maintained by the "heirs" (i.e. you Americans) without influence from outside like 
from me; however I very much appreciate (and I am also proud of) being a 
"foreign" part of this heritage since almost 40 years now as a fifer and I'm glad to 
see that the Company of F&D is getting very active again to maintain and develop 
this heritage. Keep up!

● I live so far away, it's difficult for me to attend anything beyond occasional 
parades and musters with Yalesville.  I try....

● update the displays in the museum
● Well done with this survey.  It’s engaging and will be useful and ought to make an 

impact if Put in the right hands of someone who knows what they are doing.  
● I think my corps is a part of this organization but I am not sure of my individual 

role, especially as I am leaving my corps because I am aging out
● None. Thank you! 
● I assume it is difficult to keep an organization like the company running for a long 

time like it has, and I truly appreciate those who are willing to take the time to 
make it work. It IS important!!... thanks!  "

● Winter mini jam sessions, limit tickets to occupancy and ask corps to host, 
themed session, charge $20, split with corps/company- build fellowship. 

● Thank you to all involved in the Company for all of your efforts.  I know they are 
underappreciated, but they are very important.  

● Congratulations are in order for all the board members and volunteers who have, 
in the recent past, been working to get the Company and its Museum moving 
forward.  While I gave the museum a middle-mark review, it has made enormous 
progress and I respect the work that has been done in that regard. Also 
outstanding are the changes in communication including the website and 
newsletter.

Additional comments, ideas, or suggestions?

● Thank you for sending out a survey. I think this is a great way to get a pulse on 
what is needed.

● I am VERY happy about the growing outreach of the Company and the efforts of 
the people who are now running the show. Keep it up!


